
bridge days should be living in Texas. Small world and all 

that; I was, most surprisingly. a friend in history. 
All of which flooded to mind as I read Priscilla Johnson 

McMillen's MARINA AND LER (Harper & Row, $151. 

which opens with an explanation of how she got involved In 

this 13-year project. Marina and lee is an Immensely 

detailed account and analysts of the short, mostly unhappy 
life of Lee Harvey Oswald. done with Marina's exclusive 
cooperation (it Is an analysis of her life too. their life 

together) The took nag been kept pretty much under 

weeps until now: publication date Is'October 26. but copies 
are already on sale In New York. A promo-press 

!conference with Marina—her fIng—is scheduled for the 

day this issue of The Voice gum on the stands. She will, no 

doubt, uphold the central assumption and thesis of .Manna 
and Lee .  that Lee Harvey Oswald. acting entirely alone. 
and with premeditation, Watt and killed John F. Ken-

nedy. 
On November 22, 1963. Priscilla McMillan rapes-Semen 

the same weird serration that Feld. But In spades.; 

McMillan. a Russian scholar and newspaper journalist 
had worked as a researcher in Kennedy's senatorial 

offices, and had later become Inert& with him in New 

York when he underwent two spite operations to correct. 

MAKING BOOK 

Marina & Lee & Michael & Me 
By Eliot Fremont-Smith 

One of the really weird moments of my life came shortly 

after the assassination of President Kennedy. when the 

ring hits of knowledge about Lee Harvey Oswald were 
broadcast. It turned out that Karina Oswald had been 
tiring with Ruth Paine. that la fact the Palnes were among 

the OsynIds' few close friends. Ruth Paine and her 
husoand were separated. but he often visited; not long 
before the asoweeMetion he had taken Lee to a local ACLU 
meeting The husband's name was Michael. 

I remember turning to Leda, my TV companion during 
that incredible weekend. and squeaking, "My God! Mt-
chael Paine! It can't he." But of mum It was. 

Michael Paine was list a distant cousin. We grew up 
together In Cambridge. Mass,, went to the same progress 
sive school, and, for a brief time when bath of on were 
about 10. were "best friends," T remember him warmly, if 
vaguely. He was tall and gangly. very bright, sweet na-

tured. His fatuity had considerable wealth (Forbes-Lyman 

China-trade money 1, but he didn't act like a rich kid. I 
think nur common Interest was cars, a paasionate affliction 

with me--I could tell every make and year, European too. 
from the grilles atone. (aUchael, t now Mow, went on to 

become an inventor of sorts: in 1963 he was a helicopter 

designer. and dreamed of making an airplane everyone 
could afford. x We may also have shared a budding Interest 

to politics: our families wen- politicelly verbal. with 
sympathies that wavered between New Deal liberalism 

and the pacifist left 

Whatever. As boys will. we grew apart, went separate 
nark last track of each other. tired the amitognation. I 
was artonIshed to kern that Michael knew Oswald. The 
Incongruity Is still startling—Oswald kept his gun In the 
Unitarian-pacifist Paine.' garage—but It also bespeaks a 
cultural Insularity of which L. a faunal of literary and 
social phenomena. am only sporadically aware: It seemed 
almost equally astonishing that someone from my Carr'. 

Assassination thoughts: 
The man who kept Oswald's 

gun was a pal of mine 
when we were kids. Small 

world. Eerie, too. 

symptoms of Addison's disease. But this wasn't all. She 
was in Cambridge, In Harvard Square, when news of the 

murder in Dallis came through. By chance she met a 

friend in front of a florist shop. 

"Do they know who it is?" she asked. "Have they caught 

anybody yet?" 
"Y. His name Is Lee Harvey Oswald." 

"My God." she said. "I know that boy." 
McMillan had often gone to Russia. In the early 1950s she 

worked in Moscow as a translator for The New York Times 

until her "truccessico of visas" ran out. From 1958 to 1960 
site was in Ruesia area as a correspondent for the North 
American Newspaper Alliance and The Progressive magi. 

seine. "And it was in 1959." she writes. "that I Interviewed 
a young American who was defecting to the USSR. His 

name was Lee Harvey Oswald_ 

"We met In my hotel room, and I wrote a feature story 
about him. I thought he was very. very young and touching 
In his eagerness to stay m Russia, but afterward I did not 

think a great deal about him. Except for one thing. Oswald 
said that he was a Marxist and was defecting because of his 
tellers. In Moscow we thought we had seen everything, but 

we had never seen anyone like this." 

MacMillan's urge to ante a hook came out of the 

extraordinary fact that she had been acquainted with both 

even. Also out of a sense of the bizarre the two men were 

al different and curiosity i what could have driven Oswald 

to kill someone he had never met?). And the practicalities 

dovetalied, McMillan was a professional writer and spoke 

Russian: Marina Oswald lases. Mlle English. So. with the 

assist of McMillan's publisher and Marina's lawyer, they 
got together. Thirteen years tater comes this heavily 
annotated. 527-page exploration. explicauon, compilation, 

speculatiqn. 
"Detail is all," somebody once wrote about the assess, 
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Four faces of Lee Ilan ey Onsuld—or lull only tire From ',ft L. right: ( I) Oswald 

the Marine, about September OW if!) Olierald the defector al the Hotel Berlin In 

Slsumw, thrbber IOW. Monty beton his attempted astride. In Oswald for imposter) 
the worker al the Radio Plant In Mbask, mlil-Jinotary 1960. Ill Oswald for rinpusterl 

the would-be MINLISSill, probably In New Orleans, about September 1163 tome-

touched version). Are these of the maw roan or me Whichever, the photon, all from 

the Nadarla.i Archives., demnentrate tricks the caroms can play. To wit: 

One of the latest sad moat =settling conspiracy theories pewits a Soviet plot 

invelvlas a nimble Anwediset to Michael Eddowe's "The Oswald File" (Pot-

ter'Crown. 1101, an agent named aka was satolituted for the real Oswald while the 

latter wu In hoorsital followtme Ina mkt& attempt. It was Aka, the "Imposter 

Oswald," win subsequently recovered, moved to Minsk, married Marina, retarised 

with her to the Arai-,, planned the smasalmtlna (with Soviet Intelligeore). enlisted• 

Ruth Palm to help get hint • job at the depository overlooking Use Intended 

motorcade route, shot the presidents  and. emept tar Ofncer Tippet's Intervention, 

would ism escaped alter holism op In Jack Roby's spans.. had It was Melt whom 

Ruby executed two days lawn. 
Now, Eddowes is a respected English lawyer sad investigator who specialises in 

uncovering "the  esoteric art of 	ominenaa." Some years back he won a 

mochas/tom pardon for the consorted murderer In the famous Christie ease, • factor 

In the subsequent abolition of capital punishment in Britain. Bat "eke esoteric art•' 
raa mg several Way!. Thai, lo support his thesis, Eddowes records in his book every 
known discrepancy between the —two Osswalda" making mock, for Instance, of the 

two—inch difference In reported hetesta at the same time, lec. sisisc discrepancies 

and oddities that might Jeopardise his thesis. These range Irons apparent mirages of 

might (the Russians preferred LEW!) nod targets (why Walker!) to week exacting 

problems m Ruby's timing—for Roby got In Dallas pollee Mailentarters tot minutes 

hie for the scheduled transfer. and It appear" to have been simply taw that the 

transfer was also delayed. 

makes mach of the photographie fumy big, hot omits from his book the 

Minsk photo. Thin is irpporlant. In the "impost,' Oswald" scenario, photos I. and 2 are 

assumed to be of gawald and photos 3 and I have to be the agent Sick. Yet to the 

talked eye, the best males,-spa are I and 3. and! and I, with the worst matricap of all 

being—it one were really Matting for discrepancies—We Mlask photo. 1. 

Thai the earners ran do very queer things should he no surprise: Moods, lighting, 

ugh's, and quirky chemistry can ell produce myseerieses distorting. (Intense 

wrath', has been directed invotril the farnom backyard rine shots and the ►Hence of 

the cleft in thwald's ehin, but the cleft doesn't Mbar Is tbrse photos either.) Nor is the 

naked eye the perfect sleuthing rani conspiracy theorists are wont to 

There is, by my tights, only one mod reason to entertain a ronspiracy theory: We 

Moo, oar government has lied oo other matters and In certain details on Mrs matte r. 

It is not enough. Is not enough beratcse , while the Onwalci-askew.and-alotie solution 

requIces comiderable acknowledgment of Me rote of coincidence. any alternative, 

suppseedly tidier solution dere& arch more from Lade Leek Credvslity is the 

issue. Which may hr one resale asimplescy !hearth, are themselves so given In "We 

ennarle ass" M micelles e,tda 	Oa confined Calikerare 'the rest is 

which "they" dog did 4* pa polar? rim tms dames with Ilse wind. —E.F.S. 


